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Abstract—In this paper, we develop a novel power control
solution for subnetworks-enabled distributed control systems in
factory settings. We propose a channel-independent control-aware
(CICA) policy based on the logistic model and learn the parameters
using Bayesian optimization with a multi-objective tree-structured
Parzen estimator. The objective is to minimize the control cost of
the plants, measured as a finite horizon linear quadratic regulator
cost. The proposed policy can be executed in a fully distributed
manner and does not require cumbersome measurement of channel
gain information, hence it is scalable for large-scale deployment
of subnetworks for distributed control applications. With exten-
sive numerical simulation and considering different densities of
subnetworks, we show that the proposed method can achieve
competitive stability performance and high availability for large-
scale distributed control plants with limited radio resources.

Index Terms—6G, Subnetwork, Power allocation, control sys-
tem, interference coordination, Bayesian optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modularity vision of the future industrial revolution
necessitates the replacement of rigid communication wirelines
with reliable wireless connections even at the field level [1].
This is an objective that 6G aims to achieve in the context
of in-X subnetworks, located at the edge of the 6G “network
of network” architecture [2], [3]. Subnetworks are short-range
cells that can be installed in a robot or production mod-
ule to provide reliable local communication between wireless
sensors/actuators and the controller for autonomous control
operations. Given the potentially high number of autonomous
robots and production modules on a factory floor, subnetworks
can become very dense resulting in cumbersome interference.
Efficient radio resource management techniques like transmit
power control (PC) are essential to mitigate the resulting
interference and ensure the stability of the controlled plants.

In the framework of 6G in-X subnetworks, novel RRM al-
gorithms are being studied for interference coordination [3]–[6]
including heuristics [4] and machine learning solutions [5], [6].
The PC problem for in-factory subnetworks was investigated
in [6], where the authors propose a graph neural network-
based algorithm with scalable sensing and signalling complexity
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considering subnetworks’ large scale and density. The proposed
methods in [4]–[6] are based on communication metrics, such
as a minimum required transmission rate. However, the goal of
controlling a plant is to ensure plant stability. Hence, objectives
based on communication requirements but unaware of the
control objective may lead to over-provisioning and improper
allocation of limited radio resources [7].

This paper addresses this limitation by incorporating control
awareness in transmit power optimization for dense subnet-
works deployed for closed-loop control operations. The poten-
tial benefit of considering control awareness in RRM has been
demonstrated in [8]–[12]. These studies considered scheduling
problems in a wireless network control system (WNCS) archi-
tecture that includes multiple plants connected to a centralized
controller/base station via a shared wireless medium. They show
that the control-aware scheduling policy generally outperforms
the control-agnostic scheduling policy in ensuring the stability
of the control plants with higher radio resource efficiency.

The concept of In-Factory Subnetwork Control Systems
(InF-SCS) encompasses multiple subnetworks simultaneously
operating on the same floor, where each subnetwork carries
a controller co-located with an access point (AP) to support
one or more plants as in Fig. 1. This concept differs from
the WNCS architecture studied in [8]–[12], where the authors
focused on solving scheduling problems for single radio cells
serving multiple plants. The closest reference to our work is
[12]. The authors consider PC for multiple plants organized
in a multicellular architecture. They propose a reinforcement
learning algorithm that uses observation of the instantaneous
channel gain of all the interfering and desired communication
links. However, the sensing and signalling complexity required
to collect such observation does not scale to the high density
and large scale of InF-SCS [6].

In this study, our goal is to efficiently coordinate interference
in large-scale and dense InF-SCS settings using the stability
information of the associated control plants, without the need
for cumbersome radio channel gain measurements. Our major
contributions are (1) We model the transmit power optimization
problem for InF-SCS to minimize the control costs of the
associated plants with limited radio resources. (2) We propose
a simple channel-independent control-aware (CICA) PC algo-
rithm based on a logistic model. (3) We adopt a Bayesian op-
timization (BO) method using a multi-objective tree-structured
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Fig. 1: In-Factory Subnetwork Control Systems (InF-SCS)
supporting closed-loop control of distributed plants.

Parzen estimator (MOTPE) to learn the parameters of the CICA
model. (4) We conduct extensive numerical simulations to
compare the performance of our proposed model to several
benchmark algorithms.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we
present the system model of the InF-SCS. The optimization
problem and the proposed solution are discussed in Section III.
Simulation assumptions and results are shown in Section IV.
Finally, conclusions and an outlook towards future work are
presented in Section V.

II. IN-FACTORY SUBNETWORK CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL

An InF-SCS consists of a group of short-range subnetworks
providing wireless connectivity for control plants as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The controller is co-located with the AP in a
subnetwork associated with one or more plants. The controller
receives the state from the sensors in the uplink and generates
a control signal based on a control objective. The controller
then sends the control signal to the actuators in the downlink to
complete the closed-loop operation. We consider N independent
subnetworks, each supporting a single plant. We index the
subnetworks and corresponding plants by n = 1, 2, · · · , N . The
stability of the control system supported by the subnetworks
depends on the plants’ specifications and the delays in commu-
nication. Such delays depend on the achievable transmission
rate, a function of the transmission bandwidth, power and
interference levels. We assume that uplink and downlink trans-
missions occur over different frequency bands. The downlink
transmission of the control signal from the controller to the
actuator occurs at every successful reception of the plant state
data. The control signal is generally considered relatively small,
e.g., a few tens of bytes compared to the sensor data that could
be as high as tens of megabytes [8], [13]. Hence, we assume the
control signal can always be delivered without PC, and we focus
on PC for the uplink communication between the sensor and the
controller in the subnetwork, which poses the main limitation

to closing the control loop. We consider discrete linear time-
invariant (LTI) plants. The state vector x(t+1)

n ∈ Rq of the plant
n due to control action vector u

(t)
n ∈ Rr at time t is given by

[8], [11]
x(t+1)
n = Anx

(t)
n +Bnu

(t)
n +w(t)

n , (1)

where q is the number of state variables and r is the number
of control action variables. The system dynamics is defined by
the state transition matrices An ∈ Rq×q and Bn ∈ Rq×r. An

dictates how the state vector of the system changes from t to
t + 1 when no control action is applied. Bn expresses how
the state of the system changes from t to t + 1 when control
action u

(t)
n is applied. w(t)

n ∈ Rq is the Gaussian noise with
zero mean and covariance Σn. We assume that even with no
action, x(t)

n → ∞ as t → ∞, i.e. An is unstable. If the plant
state information is not available, the plant operates in an open
loop, using a local estimate of the control action ũ

(t)
n as in (2).

We assume ũ
(t)
n = ut−1

n .

u(t)
n =

{
−φx̃(t)

n , closed loop
ũ
(t)
n , open loop

(2)

x̃(t)
n = x(t−tD)

n +w(t)
n . (3)

Where tD is the time delay introduced by the uplink com-
munication in delivering a piece of state information that was
generated in time t−tD. tD is a function of the rate and the data
size. φ is the optimal control policy gain derived by solving the
algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) [14]. The solution to ARE is
the optimal control policy that minimizes the cost function [8],
[14], i.e.

J(xn,un) =

∫ ∞
0

(xT
nQnxn + uT

nRnun)dt. (4)

J(xn,un) is popularly referred to as the infinite horizon linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) cost. Qn ∈ Rq×q is the state cost
matrix which weighs the relative importance of each state
variable in the state vector. Rn ∈ Rr×r is the input action cost
matrix which penalizes the actuator effort. The plant’s stability
can be monitored by an estimate of (4) over an infinite horizon.

For brevity, we assume that the sensors associated with the
plant are co-located with a single wireless transmitter and the
actuators are co-located with a single wireless receiver. A fresh
packet of the state information x

(t)
n of size Dn (bits) is added

in the sensor transmitter buffer periodically every Tn (ms). The
buffer is considered to have a size of Ln to store successive
sensor information. At transmission time interval (TTI) δt, the
sensor transmitter in subnetwork n transmits the amount of
bits corresponding to its achievable rate at time t given by the
Shannon approximation,

Υ(t)
n (p(t),Γ(t)) = B log2

1 +
p
(t)
n | γ(t)n |2∑

m∈N (t)

m ̸=n

p
(t)
m | γ(t)m,n |2 +σ2


(5)



in (bits/s) to its controller/AP. where γ
(t)
n is the desired link

channel gain with transmit power, p(t)n := (p(t))n ∈ RN . All
the transmitters reuse the same frequency with bandwidth B
(Hz). γtm,n := (Γ(t))m,n ∈ CN×N represents the channel gain
of the interfering transmitter in subnetwork m ̸= n at time t
transmitting with power p(t)m := (p(t))m. σ2 = J TB · 10NF/10

is the thermal noise power with J being the Boltzmann
constant, NF represents the Noise figure (dB), and T is the
temperature (Kelvin). N (t) represents the set of subnetworks
transmitting at time t. The buffer size at time t+1 is therefore
given by

L(t+1)
n = L(t)

n −Υ(t)
n × TTI(s) (bits). (6)

It is important to note that the larger Υ
(t)
n , the smaller tD

for subnetwork n with a constant Dn. Recall from (3), a small
tD implies x̃

(t)
n ≈ x

(t)
n . Hence, the plant can operate more

often in the closed loop using the optimal control gain φ with
up-to-date state information as in (2). Hence, the LQR cost
can be kept minimal. Since B is a constant, to increase Υ

(t)
n ,

we are left with increasing p
(t)
n ; however, increasing p

(t)
n in

subnetwork n will equally increase the interference on other
subnetworks, decreasing Υ

(t)
m ∀m. This is a well-known non-

convex optimization problem in wireless communication. The
next section discusses our approach to solving this problem for
InF-SCS.

III. CONTROL AWARE TRANSMIT POWER ALLOCATION

The conventional method of optimizing transmit power in
dense wireless networks is to maximize a function of the rate;
however, in wireless industrial networks, this approach may not
necessarily enhance the performance of the supported control
system. Thus, we define an optimization problem that takes into
account the control requirements in determining the transmit
power without the need for measuring mutual interference
among subnetworks during execution. We refer to this approach
as channel-independent control-aware (CICA) power allocation.

A. CICA power allocation
Let us first define the instantaneous LQR cost of plant n,

as η(t)n ∈ R+, η(t)n = x
(t)T
n Qnx

(t)
n + u

(t)T
n Rnu

(t)
n . The mean

LQR cost for the plant n over a finite horizon J is then given
by η̄n = 1

J

∑J−1
t=0 η

(t)
n . We can then define a power allocation

decision, p = ψ(η) that minimizes a function of the mean LQR
cost for all plants, f({η̄1, · · · , η̄N}). Hence the optimization
problem,

minimize
p = ψ(η)

f({η̄1, · · · , η̄N}),

subject to 0 ≤ pn ≤ pmax ∀n.
(7)

For brevity, the superscript (t) has been omitted. It is intuitive
to assume that ψ(η) should be a monotonically increasing
function of η with a supremum of pmax to satisfy the constraint
in (7). That is, we want to allocate higher transmit power
to the unstable plants and limit the transmit power of the
stable plants at every time step. Therefore, we can reduce the
interference experienced by unstable plants and improve their

rates. A generic function that satisfies this argument is the
logistic function [15],

ψ(η) =
ν

1 + exp(−k(η − η0))
, (8)

where ν determines the supremum of the function, η0 ∈ R+

determines the value of η corresponding to the midpoint of
ψ(η), k ∈ R+ determines the steepness of ψ(η). We set ν =
pmax to satisfy the constraint in (7). Nevertheless, we require
a method to determine the suitable value of parameters η0 and
k. Hence, we redefine the problem in (7) as

minimize
k, η0

f({η̄1, · · · , η̄N | k, η0}),

subject to p = ψ(η | k, η0), ν = pmax.
(9)

The objective in (9) is to minimize a function of the mean
LQR cost of all the plants. Defining a single objective such as
the mean of η̄n ∀n may achieve a good average performance,
however, this may not sufficiently account for minimizing the
worst η̄n. To tackle this, we reformulated (9) as multi-objective
optimization to simultaneously minimize both the average and
worst η̄n ∀n, considering a finite range for the parameters, k ∈
K ⊂ R+, η0 ∈ Λ ⊂ R+ given as

minimize
k ∈ K, η0 ∈ Λ

{f1(η̄n), f2(η̄n) | k, η0},

subject to p = ψ(η | k, η0), ν = pmax,
(10)

where

f1(η̄n) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

η̄n, f2(η̄n) = max{η̄n, n = 1, · · · , N}.

(11)
To solve the problem in (10), we consider using a black-box

(BO) optimization because of two reasons. First, (10) is non-
linear and cannot be analytically defined as a function of p.
Secondly, estimating the objective proves to be costly because
of the large number required for J , necessitating a sample-
efficient algorithm, with BO being notably acclaimed for this
purpose [16]. A short explanation of BO is presented next,
followed by our proposed solution to (9).

1) Bayesian Optimization
We use BO to efficiently find an optimal set of parameters

for the objective function estimated using a surrogate proba-
bilistic model [17]. The estimate is iteratively fine-tuned using
an acquisition function, such as the expected hyper-volume
improvement (EHVI) for multiple objectives [18], balancing
exploration and exploitation of the parameter search space. This
efficient approach allows the optimization to focus on promising
regions of the parameter space, making it valuable in situations
where evaluations are expensive to compute. The most common
types of surrogate models include the Gaussian process (GP),
random forests and tree-structured Parzen estimators (TPE). In
this study, we consider the TPE surrogate model since it has
been shown in [17], [18] to offer higher sample efficiency, lower
computational complexity and improved performance compared
to the GP for various optimization problems. In one iteration,



TPE constructs two Gaussian mixture models, l(·) to fit the
parameter values linked to the best objective values, and g(·)
to fit the remaining parameter values. The optimisation involves
selecting the parameter values that maximize the ratio l(·)/g(·).

2) Proposed Solution

Algorithm 1 MOTPE for CICA Power Allocation
Require:
T ∈ N, C ∈ N, ϑ ∈ (0, 1) ▷ Number of iterations, Number of candidates, Quantile
S ∈ N ▷ Number of start-up trials to collect observations
O ← ∅ ▷ Initialize observation set
for b← 1, · · · ,S do ▷ Collect observations

Randomly pick (k, η0)
(b)

Compute (f)(b)

O ← O ∪ (k, η0, f)
(b)

end for
for t← 1, · · · , T do

(Ol, Og)← SPLIT OBSERV ATIONS(O, ϑ)
repeat

if k is active and k′ not sampled then
Construct l(k), g(k) from k ∈ Ol, Og

C(k)← {k(c) ∼ l(k) | c = 1, · · · , C} ▷ sample C candidates for k
k′ ← argmaxk∈C(k)l(k)/g(k) ▷ approximate

end if
if η0 is active and η′

0 not sampled then
Construct l(η0), g(η0) from η0 ∈ Ol, Og

C(η0)← {η(c)
0 ∼ l(η0) | c = 1, · · · , C}

η′
0 ← argmaxη0∈C(η0)l(η0)/g(η0) ▷ approximate

end if
until all active parameters have been sampled
O ← O ∪ {(k′, η0

′, f ′)} ▷ k′, η0
′, f ′ is the vector composed of all sampled

k′, η′
0, and the corresponding f ′

end for
return Nondominated solutions in O

To solve (10), we use the MOTPE-based BO method [18].
MOTPE is a multiobjective version of the TPE. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudocode for solving the CICA power allocation
using MOTPE. First, we collect S observations as indicated
in the first for loop of Algorithm 1, where f represents
{f1(η̄n), f2(η̄n)}. In practice, such observations can be col-
lected centrally from the start-up phase of an experimental
or simulation model of InF-SCS. k, η0 are randomly picked
to decide the pn over J time steps of the InF-SCS opera-
tion. Consequently, {f1(η̄n), f2(η̄n) | k, η0} is collected. It
is important to note that collecting this observation does not
require measurement of channel gain information of either the
interfering or the desired communication links. In the following
optimization steps, MOTPE models p(k | f) and p(η0 | f) using
two probability density functions l(·), g(·) respectively as in

p(k | f), p(η0 | f) =

{
−l(k), l(η0) if (f ≺ F ′) ∨ (f ∥ F ′),
g(k), g(η0), if (F ′ ⪯ f).

(12)
l(k), l(η0) are constructed from the subset of O denoted as
Ol that satisfies the condition (f ≺ F ′) ∨ (f || F ′); Ol =

{k(j), η(j)0 | (f ≺ F ′)∨(f || F ′, j = 1, · · · , c)}. g(k), g(η0) are
constructed from the remaining observations, denoted as Og . F ′

is the set of objective values such that p((f ≺ F ′)∨(f || F ′)) =
ϑ ∈ (0, 1), while ϑ is the quantile parameter. The notations ≺,
⪯ imply dominance and weak dominance relation respectively.
f is said to dominate F ′ if ∀i : fi ≤ Fi and ∃i : fi < Fi. f
is said to weakly dominate F ′ if ∀i : fi ≤ Fi. The notation ∥
denotes an incomparable relation. f is said to be incomparable

TABLE I: Simulation Assumption
Parameter Value Parameter Value

Factory area 20m x 20m Number of InF-SCS N
Subnetwork radius 2m Number of plants per subnetwork 1
InF-DL clutter density, clutter size 0.6, 2 Correlation distance 10m
Shadowing std (LOS, NLOS) 4dB, 7.2dB Path loss exponent (LOS, NLOS) 2.15, 3.57
Maximum transmit power, Pmax 0 dBm Total bandwidth 3 MHz
Packet size 128 bytes Center frequency 6 GHz
Noise figure 10 dB Traffic period, Tn 2ms
Traffic type Periodic TTI 1ms

to F ′ if neither f ⪯ F ′ nor F ′ ⪯ f .
Splitting the observation corresponds to function

SPLIT OBSERV ATIONS(O,ϑ) in Algorithm 1. In
practice, this is based on a greedy algorithm called greedy
hypervolume subset selection [18]. MOTPE uses the EHVI
acquisition function which is maximized by maximizing the
ratio l(·)/g(·) for each parameter and does not depend on p(f)
[18]. The algorithm returns a set of non-dominated solutions
in O called the Pareto front. As a multiobjective problem, the
non-dominated solution is a set containing parameter choices
that perform well in meeting either or both objectives. In this
study, we choose the parameter with the best 99th percentile
mean LQR cost as the best-performing parameter k∗, η∗0 from
the set of non-dominated candidates.

Once the k∗, η∗0 is determined after training, the CICA
power allocation algorithm can be executed decentrally at
each AP/Controller of the InF-SCS. Given the current LQR
cost of the plant ηn, the transmit power pn is determined as
pn = ψ(k∗, η∗0 , ηn).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
solution via computer simulations. The simulation settings
including the subnetwork deployment assumptions, control sys-
tem specifications, and the MOTPE algorithm training specifi-
cation are discussed in the next subsection. In addition, Table
I presents the subnetwork deployment assumptions. Then, we
describe the benchmark schemes. For the performance evalu-
ation, we compare the control performance of our proposed
CICA power allocation to selected benchmark schemes.

A. Simulation Settings
1) Subnetwork Deployment
We consider N subnetworks of radius 2 m, each supporting a

control plant uniformly deployed in a 20 m×20 m factory area.
To model the large-scale fading and line-of-sight probability of
the communication links channel, we use the 3GPP TR 38.901
model for the indoor factory scenario, sub-scenario sparse-
clutter low antenna [19]. The communication link path-loss,
ρ is modelled using the alpha-beta-gamma model [19], while
the shadow fading s, is modelled using the spatially correlated
shadowing model in [4]. The small-scale fading is sampled from
a complex-valued Rayleigh distribution, h ∼ CN (0, 1). Finally,
the channel gain for the communication link is calculated as
γ = h×

√
10(ρ+s)/10. We assume that the channel is static.

2) Control System Specification
We consider a classical inverted pendulum control system

model popularly used as a benchmark problem in literature,
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Fig. 2: Trained policy k∗ = 0.12, η∗0 = 56

referred to as a cart-pole plant [8]. The plant has four state
variables: cart position x, cart velocity ẋ, pole angle θ, and
pole angular velocity θ̇. Therefore, xt

n = [xtn, ẋ
t
n, θ

t
n, θ̇

t
n] with

sampling rate of 1ms. The control action u is the force exerted
on the cart pole to move it forward or backward along a
frictionless track. With its inherent instability, the cart pole
demands quick control cycles to maintain stability [9]. The
most stable state corresponds to xt

n = [0, 0, 0, 0], where the
instantaneous LQR cost tends to zero. The state transition
matrices A, B are given as in (13). This corresponds to a cart
pole with a half pole length of 0.1 m, a cart mass of 0.5 Kg and
a pole mass of 0.1 Kg in [8]. We assumed a state cost matrix
Q as in (13) and control cost, R =

[
0.1

]
.

A =

1 1 0 0
0 1 −1.78 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 106.91 1

 ,B =

 0
1.97
0

−18.18

 ,Q =

1 0 0 0
0 10 0 0
0 0 10 0
0 0 0 100

 .

(13)

3) Training Specification
Our implementation of the training Algorithm 1 is based

on the Optuna optimization framework [16] using T = 200
trials, S = 10 startup trials, and C = 24. We consider offline
training with 20 episodes, finite horizon J = 4000, and 30
InF-SCS to collect observations. An episode is a realization
of the InF-SCS environment which lasts for J = 4000 time
steps. We set K = (0, 1) and Λ = (0, 200) for the parameter
search space. We selected the best-performing parameters for
the studied scenario, k∗ = 0.12, η∗0 = 56. As shown in Fig
2, the learnt policy gives the maximum transmit power of 0
dBm to plants with η > 80 and lower transmit power to plants
η < 80. Consequently, subnetworks associated with plants
with the higher LQR cost experience less interference and can
achieve higher rates, which are necessary for quickly updating
the plant states to improve stability.

B. Benchmark schemes
We compare CICA power allocation to the following schemes

• No Interference - A case of no interference to show the
best control performance in perfect channel condition.

• Fixed power - All plants transmit with a fixed power of 1
mW.

• Max Prod Rate (MPR) - At every timestep, the power deci-
sion is made by maximising a fair single objective function
of rate for all plants. For this, we consider the product
of the rate as the fairness metric. We have neglected

maximizing the sum rate as it performs worse than Fixed
power from numerical observations. In addition, given the
3 MHz bandwidth, the packet size of 128 bytes and TTI of
1 ms, a minimum rate constraint of 0.34 bits/s/Hz is hardly
feasible due to the extreme deployment density. Hence, we
neglected maximizing the sum rate subject to minimum
rate constraint as it also performs worse than fixed power.
Note that previous works on subnetworks as in [4], [6]
generally consider large bandwidth > 100 MHz to cope
with the extreme density.

• Round Robin (RR) - At each time step of 1 ms, I subnet-
works are uniformly scheduled to transmit consecutively
for a TTI of 1/I ms. This way, no interference is generated
to the other subnetworks. We consider both I = 5 and
I = 10. However, it is important to note that the RR
algorithms require tight centrally managed synchronization
between subnetworks and short TTI e.g. 0.1 ms for I = 10,
which might be difficult to achieve in practice.

TABLE II: 99th percentile of the mean LQR Cost

Number of InF-SCS 25 30 35
No interference 4.83 4.83 4.83
CICA 5.61 8.03 49.9
FP 1.79× 108 2.14× 108 2.30× 108

RR I = 5 1.15× 102 2.97× 103 1.73× 108

RR I = 10 5.36 6.12 9.26
MPR 1.83× 108 2.15× 108 2.31× 108

C. Performance Evaluation
With the training result of k∗ = 0.12, η∗0 = 56, we evaluated

the performance of CICA and benchmark algorithms over 500
episodes with finite horizon J = 4000 per episode. It is
important to note that the parameters k∗ and η∗0 were optimized
for a deployment density of 30 subnetworks. However, we found
that satisfactory performance can still be achieved with minor
changes to the density. Therefore, we conducted evaluations
using deployment densities of 25, 30, and 35 subnetworks.

1) Stability of the Control Plants
In Table II, we compare the 99th percentile of the mean LQR

cost achieved by our proposed CICA power allocation algorithm
compared to the different benchmarks for N = 25, 30, 35. The
case of no interference shows the best performance achievable
for the specified control plant. As evident in the table, the higher
the density of InF-SCS deployment in an interference-limited
channel, the larger the control cost. CICA performs much better
than other power control methods except for RR I = 10,
achieving almost the same 99th percentile mean LQR cost as
the case of no interference for N = 25 and N = 30. RR I = 10
performs slightly better than CICA. Nevertheless, the rapid
deterioration in the performance of RR I = 5 as N increases,
suggests that such a round-robin method, aside from being
difficult to manage does not offer scalable performance. Fixed
power marginally outperforming MPR underscores the potential
downsides of maximizing a function of the rate without the
knowledge of the control performance. This is due to two
reasons; 1) the gain in rate by MPR compared to fixed power
is generally marginal because of the high dense short-range
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Fig. 3: Complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) of the cart position error and pole angle error

cell scenario of InF-SCS. 2) By maximizing the product rate,
we fairly improve the rate in some subnetworks and fairly
diminish the rate in some other subnetworks. However, the
subnetworks with the diminished rate might be associated with a
plant with poor stability conditions, exemplifying misallocation
of the limited radio resources.

2) Failure Rate
The complementary cumulative distribution functions

(CCDF) of the cart position error and pole angle error are
shown in Fig. 3. The CCDF of a random variable, Z, is the
probability that Z will take a value greater than z, P (Z > z).
In our case, we can consider z as an error threshold, and
refer to the CCDF as the Failure Rate (FR). That is, we can
compare the FR = P (| x |> xthreshold ∩ | θ |> θthreshold) =
max(P (| x |> xthreshold), P (| θ |> θthreshold)) for the
different algorithms and densities of InF-SCS deployment.
We consider xthreshold ≈ 0.68 and θthreshold ≈ 0.055π, at
which the case of no interference and RR I = 10 achieves
a FR ≈ 10−3. The FR increases as the deployment density
increases for the interference-limited conditions. Nevertheless,
CICA significantly outperforms other PC algorithms, achieving
relatively low FR close to the case of no interference. The
performance degradation of RR I = 5 as N increases is once
again evident, as RR I = 5 causes a higher failure rate than
fixed power at N = 35.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated the transmit power allo-
cation problem for large-scale and dense deployment of subnet-
works for distributed control applications in a factory scenario.
We optimize the transmit power based on the controlled plants’
stability metrics i.e. the LQR cost rather than the data rate using

a logistic policy trained with Bayesian optimization. Extensive
numerical results show that learning a simple function, which
depends only on the control performance of the plants is suffi-
cient to make effective transmit power decisions. This approach
significantly outperforms methods that optimize the data rate
and require full channel gain information which is difficult to
obtain in practice. In the future study, we will investigate the
sensitivity of the trained policy to differences in the density
and channel model of testing and training scenarios. We will
also extend our methodology to sub-band allocation to further
improve the control performance even for denser deployment
of subnetworks.
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